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Abstract. Customer segmentation is an essential process that leads a
bank to gain more insight and better understand their customers. In the
past, this process requires analyses of data, both customer demographic
and offline financial transactions. However, from the advancement of mo-
bile technology, mobile banking has become more accessible than before.
With over 10 million digital users, SCB easy app by Siam Commer-
cial Bank receives an enormous volume of transactions each day. In this
work, we propose a method to classify mobile user’s click behaviour into
two groups, i.e. ‘SME-like’ and ‘Non-SME-like’ users. Thus, the bank
can easily identify the customers and offer them the right products. We
convert a user’s click log into an image that aims to capture temporal
information. The image representation reduces the need for feature engi-
neering. Employing ResNet-18 with our image data can achieve 71.69%
average accuracy. Clearly, the proposed method outperforms the con-
ventional machine learning technique with hand-crafted features that
can achieve 61.70% average accuracy. Also, we discover a hidden insight
behind ‘SME-like’ and ‘Non-SME-like’ user’s click behaviour from these
images. Our proposed method can lead to a better understanding of mo-
bile banking user behaviour and a novel way of developing a customer
segmentation classifier.

Keywords: Customer Segmentation · Click Feedback · Encoding Click
Feedback as image · Mobile Banking Behaviour.

1 Introduction

Mobile banking has become widely: with rapid improvement of smartphone tech-
nology, it is more accessible than before. Through mobile banking apps, bank
customers can immediately make banking transactions, anywhere and anytime.
These apps also enable banks to reach their customers more efficiently and re-
duce costs for expanding additional branches. Thus, the banking industry has
rapidly shifted from traditional banking services to digital platforms.
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Customer segmentation splits customers into distinct groups, based on sim-
ilar characters and behaviours, for example, job, salary, age, etc [10]. Currently,
big data technology and data science enables us to obtain many insights from
the data. This helps banks to market products appropriately. Existing work has
demonstrated that user feedback leads to a better understanding of user be-
haviour [11–13], but it requires more effort to process the data. Obviously, user
feedback benefits the bank industry, Sunhem and Pasupa have used a smart-
phone’s front-facing camera to track eye movements for user experience and
user interface survey research for mobile banking app [14]. In addition to feed-
back from eye movements, user click are also relevant and easy to collect in a
system log. With more than 250 million transactions each month, SCB easy app
by Siam Commercial Bank allows collection of a large database, giving the bank
many opportunities to understand customer lifestyle and their preferences.

Currently, SCB provides many products for Small and Medium-sized Enter-
prises (SME), which are registered businesses that maintain revenues, assets or
have several employees below a certain threshold. SCB encourages its customers
to use these products and reach out to the companies. However, many customers
are natural persons, who not registration as a company. Here, we describe them
as ‘SME-like’. The bank wants to encourage the ‘SME-like’ organisations to
use SME products as well. It is challenging for the bank to identify this group
of customers, unless the customer notifies it. Mobile banking app is currently
available only for personal account but not for business account. In this work, we
showed how to classify SCB easy app users into two groups, i.e. ‘SME-like’ and
‘Non-SME-like’, based on behaviour on the apps, e.g. user clicks. We examined
user click logs for some anonymous SCB easy app users, that were labelled as
‘SME-like’ and ‘Non-SME-like’. So that the model would enable identification
of unlabelled users and allow the bank to offer the right products or services to
the right customers. The contributions of our work are:

1. We described a set of hand-crafted features extracted from SCB easy app
click log data to distinguish between ‘SME-like’ and ‘Non-SME-like’ users.
These features were evaluated with the existing, Extreme Gradient Boosting
algorithm [1].

2. Click log data were visualised in a way that captured temporal information
for click log data. These images were used to train a Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) model. This representation performed better than hand-
crafted features.

2 Related Work

Now we can access big data and traditional methods have limitations facing very
large amounts of data [4]. For this reason, machine learning techniques have been
applied to the customer segmentation problem, due to their effectiveness and ro-
bustness. Numerous machine learning techniques, including classification, i.e.
decision tree [3], and clustering, i.e. k-means clustering [9] were used to seg-
ment customers in various industries. Kim et al. combined multiple classification
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methods to predict customer purchase propensity on an e-commerce website [7].
In the telecommunication industry, Dullaghan et al. analysed mobile customer
behaviour and use by decision trees and Näıve Bayes algorithm [3].

Machine learning techniques have been used to segment customers in the
banking industry as well. Li et al. segmented customer groups with credit card
usage data by k-means clustering and then compared classification algorithms to
train a forecasting model to separate unseen data according to those clusters [8].
Mihova et al. used k-means clustering to determine customer groups, based on
their credit history [9].

Many works also showed that temporal data such as website click feedback
can assist customer segmentation. Bock et al. trained a random forest classifier,
with website visitor click feedback patterns. The classifier was able to form a
demographic profile of a website visitor i.e. gender, age and occupation, to
support an advertisement team [2].

Our click log data included time intervals, whereas most existing banking
industry work did not consider this click data. Moreover, our click data came
from a mobile banking application, whereas most previous work using temporal
data came from website click data. Involving a usage time makes it possible to
visualise these data in time and assist the management team to plan strategy.

3 Methods

3.1 Data Collection

The click log data come from a database of SCB easy app. They were flagged
using data from user accounts as ‘SME-like’ and ‘Non-SME-like’. The data was
collected between 1–30 September, 2019. The raw log data labeled click events
with a type and a timestamp. We collected data from 25,868 anonymous users, in-
cluding 12,621 ‘SME-like’ users and 13,247 ‘Non-SME-like’ users, for 72,874,972
clicks. There were 535 unique events, which can divided into interface events
and banking function events. Moreover, we wanted to select only events, that
were essential to our task. So we created a matrix of our data by counting the
number of usage times of each event of each user in one month, leading to a
25, 868 × 535 matrix. This matrix represented the click event frequency in one
month for each user. We used a random forest algorithm, using this matrix, to
calculate an importance score for each event. We rank each event importance
score and used an elbow method to determine a number of events that should
be kept, based on its importance score: this led us to 56 events, including 21
banking function events and 35 interface events. We needed a small number of
quality features to represent our target user and interface events did not rep-
resent mobile banking usage behaviour. Thus, we kept only 21 banking events
and eliminated interface events. Then, we grouped the remaining 21 banking
events into seven group of events, which we labeled ‘primary events’. Events,
that contained a keyword from one of the seven primary-events, were labeled as
sub-events, i.e. transfer is a primary-event and transfer slip was its sub-event.
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We also included additional sub-events, eliminated by the elbow method, to be
part of a primary event. Finally, our click log data contained 17,133,290 clicks,
separated into seven primary events and 57 sub events, see Figure 1.

Banking	
Function

(17,133,290	click)

topup
(821,633	clicks)

moneymovement
(2,610,249	clicks)

export_stmt
(28,922	clicks)

loan
(216,301	clicks)

cardless_atm
(653,785	clicks)

billpay
(1,203,870	clicks)

transfer
(11,598,530	clicks)

Fig. 1: Banking function primary events

3.2 Hand-crafted Feature Extraction

In this step, we extracted a feature from a click log data to distinguish between
an ‘SME-like’ and ‘Non-SME-like’ SCB easy app users. We found three groups
of hand-crafted feature methods presented in Figure 2.

1. Number of clicks for each primary event {F1, F2, . . . , F7} ∈ Ff : We count a
frequency for each primary event assuming that Ff should have a unique at-
tribute, which can distinguish between ‘SME-like’ and ‘Non-SME-like’ users.

2. Number of clicks for each primary event within a period of time
{F8, F9, . . . , F28} ∈ Ft: We crafted a feature to included period of time due
to the timestamp in our click log data. We counted each primary event
frequency, using the timestamps, into three periods: 08:00 to 17:00, 17:00 to
24:00 and 24:00 to 08:00. This eight hour gap come from a standard working
hour in Thailand, assuming that mobile banking application usage should
be related to user working hour periods.

3. Combination of Ff and Ft (Fc): We concatenated Ff and Ft, assuming that
a model would perform better when trained with more features.

billpay

cardless	atm

export	stmt

loan

money	movement

topup

transfer

billpay	with	time	stamp

cardless	atm	with	time	stamp

export	stmt	with	time	stamp

loan	with	time	stamp

money	movement	with	time	stamp

topup	with	time	stamp

transfer	with	time	stamp

Fig. 2: Features extracted from click log data
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3.3 Visualisation of the log

Since the click log contained time stamps, when we extracted a feature with
the hand-crafted method described above, we had to select the number of time
intervals used to extract features. Since, there are many ways of designing fea-
tures with these time intervals, we converted the click logs into an image, which
could capture the attribute of those time stamps and enable us to visualise and
identify the use behaviour trends found in the logs.

Based on 24 hour days and 60 minute hours, we created ‘images’ from each
primary event with 24×60 pixels. These images were very sparse, so we rescaled
from 60 (1 min per pixel) to 30 (2 min per pixel) leading to 24×30 pixel images.
The steps for representing the log as an image are shown in Figure 3.

~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~
~~~

Click	Log

...

Day	1
Day	2
Day	3

Day	30

...

Primary	Event	2
(24×30×30)

Primary	Event	7
(24×30×30)

...

Primary	Event	Image	7
(24×30)

Primary	Event		Image	2
(24×30)

Primary	Event	Image	1
(24×30)

Sum	each	

day	image

Sum	each	

day	image

Sum	each	

day	image

Stack	each	primary	event	image
into	24	×	30	×	7	image

...

Day	1
Day	2
Day	3

Day	30

Primary	Event	1
(24×30×30)

...

Day	1
Day	2
Day	3

Day	30

7	Channel	image
(24×30×7)

1	User

Fig. 3: Steps for encoding click log data in a seven channel image

The encoding led to seven 24 × 30 images, which represent use behaviour
for each primary event of a single user. We stacked these seven images into one
image, with seven channels—(24× 30× 7) and refer them as I7c. Each channel
of I7c are describe in Figure 4. We visualised I7c by extracting each channel
into seven grey scale images. Each image represented a primary event behaviour
of that user. When viewing the image, we can see a different use pattern for
each user. For example in Figure 4, an ‘SME-like’ user did not use a cardless
ATM function, so this image was all black, but a ‘Non-SME-like’ user used this
event frequently, so this image tells us that this ‘Non-SME-like’ user frequently
withdrew money, with the SCB easy app cardless ATM function.

Typical computer monitors can only basically output a three channel (RGB)
image, but for I7c, we need to visualise each channel as a grey scale image.
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Thus, I7c was still difficult for a human to visualise and we devised a method
that converts I7c into RGB images, which are easier to visualise.

Fig. 4: Example of I7c: each row represents a primary event. Each column repre-
sents I7c of one user example. H denote a 24 hour (1 hour per pixel). M denote
a 30 intervals (2 minute per pixel).

We selected only the top three frequency channels (‘transfer’ (11,598,530
clicks), ‘moneymovement’ (2,610,249 clicks) and ‘billpays’ (1,203,870 clicks))
from I7c to be represented as an RGB image (see Figure 1). This led to RGB
images (24× 30× 3), defined as Irgb. Selection steps for the top three frequency
channels, that convert I7c into Irgb, are shown in Figure 3. Instead of forcing
us to distinguish seven grey levels from I7c, Irgb enabled us to easily visualise a
behaviour from one RGB image.

3.4 Models

XGBoost is an optimised version of tree based gradient boosting [5], designed
to be efficient, flexible and more regularised to control over-fitting. XGBoost
also trains faster with better performance than other gradient boosting imple-
mentations [1]. We used XGBoost to evaluate the performance of Ff , Ft and
Fc.

ResNet is a deep CNN architecture which was designed to eliminate the van-
ishing gradient problem. He et al. introduced a concept of ‘skip connection’, by
adding an input value to the output after convolution block [6]. This enabled a
network to stack more and deeper layers, without affecting training performance.
We used an 18-layer version of ResNet, called ResNet-18. He et al.’s default set-
tings [6] were used in an experiment on Irgb. For I7c, we modified ResNet-18
input layer settings to input a seven channel image, instead of the original three
channel one.

4 Experiment Setting

Initially, we screened our data and found that many users were not very active
and tended to provide noisy data, i.e. these users rarely used the SCB easy
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app. They not contribute useful information and their click log behaviours were
difficult to distinguish.

Therefore, we only want to evaluate active users due to the reason that an
active user is groups of users that are familiar to SCB easy app which can show
a more meaningful usage behaviour. The question arose that where should we
define this active threshold to discarded non-active users. We decided to sort
our user usage frequency and discarded a user with lower than 50%, 55%, 60%,
65%, 70% and 75% percentile. The number of remaining users after discarding
non-active users in each threshold are:

– 6,303 SME-like and 6,619 Non-SME-like for 50% threshold.
– 5,674 SME-like and 5,949 Non-SME-like for 55% threshold.
– 5,043 SME-like and 5,299 Non-SME-like for 60% threshold.
– 4,414 SME-like and 4,636 Non-SME-like for 65% threshold.
– 3,784 SME-like and 3,972 Non-SME-like for 70% threshold.
– 3,155 SME-like and 3,308 Non-SME-like for 75% threshold.

Finally, we conducted an experiment to evaluate our 5 set of inputs on SME-like
classification task with 6 different discarded threshold.

Every input (Ff , Ft, Fc, I7c and Irgb) was first split into training and test
sets with an 80:20 ratio. Then 20% of a training set was extracted as a validation
set. The validation set was used for selecting a model with the lowest validation
loss. We then evaluated the selected model on an unseen test set. All inputs
were split with the same random seed to verify that every test set came from
the same users, for the total of five random seeds.

For ResNet-18, the model settings were: batch size = 64; learning rate =
0.001 with the Adam optimisation algorithm; maximum number of epochs = 50.

5 Results & Discussion

Each input was trained with a different discarded threshold and the accuracy
was evaluated on an unseen test set—see Table 1.

Table 1: ‘SME-like’ classification accuracy (as %)

Discarded
threshold

Features

Ff Ft Fc I7c Irgb

50 61.10±0.79 61.10±0.77 61.31±0.89 69.43±0.60 68.81±0.99
55 60.92±0.95 61.10±0.93 61.49±0.56 70.89±0.55 68.59±2.17
60 62.29±0.80 62.34±0.63 62.37±1.08 71.96±1.61 71.50±1.39
65 61.29±0.80 62.32±0.91 62.31±0.53 72.66±0.93 72.54±2.15
70 60.99±0.31 61.69±0.49 62.00±0.58 73.41±0.71 72.70±1.28
75 61.48±1.07 62.19±1.19 62.26±1.39 73.46±2.43 74.31±1.35

Average 61.35±0.79 61.79±0.82 61.95±0.84 71.97±1.14 71.41±1.56
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From Table 1, considering only hand-crafted features, it can be seen that Fc

achieved the best performance at 61.95% average accuracy, followed by Ft at
61.79% and Ff at 61.35%. In addition, when considering each discarded thresh-
old, Fc also performed better than Ft and Ff . This showed that Ft, to which we
added click frequency with time intervals, delivered a better performing model
than Ff . Lastly, Fc showed that our classifier gained more benefit from combining
the hand-crafted features, which provided the classifier with extra information.

From ResNet-18, trained with image inputs in Table 1, I7c achieved the best
performance at 71.97% average accuracy, followed by Irgb at 71.41%. I7c per-
formed better than Irgb at every threshold, except the 75 percentile. In general,
I7c gained more performance from its seven channel information compared to
Irgb with only three channels. However, Irgb was more suitable for visualisation
and these two performed similarly, differing by only ∼ 0.56% in average accu-
racy. Lastly, at each discarded threshold, we can see that by discarding more
inactive users, we gained more performance in I7c and Irgb, i.e. inactive users
affected the model performance and need to be filtered out.

Overall, converting the click log data into I7c and Irgb improved the model
performance: it outperformed Ff ,Ft and Fc at every threshold. The image cap-
tured better time-related features and reduced the need for hand-crafted fea-
tures. Further, the image representation made visualisation of these logs much
easier and helped display hidden patterns that lay in our click logs.

6 Conclusions

The click log data from a mobile banking application can lead to many oppor-
tunities for a bank to gain more knowledge of their customer. Converting these
logs to images reduced the need for hand-crafted features and make it easier
for understand user behaviour. Therefore, we proposed five sets of inputs, con-
sisting of hand-crafted features (Ff ,Ft and Fc) and images (I7c and Irgb) to
evaluate ‘SME-like’classification. We found that using the images outperformed
hand-crafted features, because it captured more time-related features. Irgb per-
formed better, when it come to visualisation and were suitable for helping the
management team identify trends behind user click behaviour. We also inves-
tigated and provided some insights for the bank, which can help them able to
reach more customer and increase their sales. Planned future work includes a
multi-view approach generating another view of an image, for example, an image
representation of behaviour in each business quarter and using this new image
view, combined with the old one, to boost the performance of our ‘SME-like’
classifier.
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